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English – This week focus on English World Unit Five. For Phonics students were introduce 

to the r blends (gr and dr). For Grammar students learn about present simple tense. Students 

learned with a pronoun (he, she + verbs) but if the pronoun (they + verb). Students read a story 

called An Astronaut in Space and answer questions about the story.  
 

Reading and Talking- Review of CAFE. This week focus was on Comprehension in which 

students were required to retell a story based on what they read. Students begin the lesson with 

two books and read to a buddy, use fluency when reading to someone. Most students show 

some knowledge of character, setting, and plot.  
 

Speaking and Listening – This week focus was on the American Inauguration. Students watch 

a clip of Biden and Harris being sworn into the White House. We talk about what makes a 

good president. Students were share what they would do if selected president/madame 

president of Czechia. Review telling time and how to address time in a conversation. Students 

completed page 45 

Matlog- Students review 3D shapes from morning math lesson. Students learned the name of 

four different shapes (cubiod, pyramid,cube, sphere, cylinder). Students had to identify how 

many sides and vertice each shape has. Students were assess using the app Kahoot.  

ECP- For writing students had to plan their ideas using a concept map. This month writing 

topic is My Christmas Holiday. Students wrote their first draft using transition words (first, 

next, then, last).Students were split into groups of three and work on phonic, grammer and 

high frequency words.  

Drama-  This month play is called Cookies. Students were introduce to a new style of acting 

called Insync. Students practices their role for Cookies and then perform in front of the class.  

 
 


